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From: 

Subject: Intellectual Property and Risks to the Public 
Date: Friday, March 19, 2010 11:10:13 AM 

Ms. Espinel and the Obama Administration, 

The Illustrators' Partnership and the Copyright Alliance have notified me of
this invitation from the Obama Administration to share my  thoughts on my 
rights as a creator. 

I am concerned that Congress and parts of the Executive branch are ready to
ignore the needs of small IP creators in favor of large IP aggregators like
Google and those looking to profit from others work without having to pay
for it, the "free culture" crowd. 

Bills proposed several times by the Copyright office in the past four years
regarding the issue of making "Orphaned Works" more available to the public
have been blithely considered by Congress. These bills have propose a
massive inversion of the copyright enforcement mechanism. This strikes at
the heart of intellectual property protection, especially of visual images,
for independent producers' of ability to function as viable businesses. They
offer impractical protections that effectively strip visual IP creators of
their rights. These bills have also contravened the spirit and letter of
international treaties. 

There are ways to solve the "Orphaned Works" issue, for those wishing to
share their collections, without radical surgery to copyright enforcement
laws. Please contact The Illustrators' Partnership for expertise in
understanding the difficulties with this issue:
http://www.illustratorspartnership.org/    Director of Operations Ken 
Dubrowski 781-837-9152 info@illustratorspartnership.org 

Please do not overlook this seemingly isolated area of Copyright and IP law.
It has the potential to undo everything you are trying to do for improved IP
protection for the vast majority of small American IP producers. 

Thank you for attention to this important issue. 

Gail Guth 
President, Guild of Natural Science Illustrators 

Guth Illustration & Design 
139 Lathrop Avenue 
Battle Creek, MI  49014-5076 
269-963-1311 
guthdesign@comcast.net 
www.guthillustration.com 
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